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PHYSICS DEPARTMENT
H. L. PrNueN

Dr. R. K. Schofield died on 8 June 1960. He joined the depart-
ment 32 years ago, was head of it from 1946 to 1954, and then spent
two years as head of the Chemistry Department belore taking up a
Readership in Oxford.

D. Rijks completed his training period in January and is now
rvorking in Uganda. Dr. K. Yabuki, University of Osaka, Japan,
came in August to work on agricultural meteorology; Dr. G. Con-
treras, a Ramsay Memorial Fellow from Madrid, came in December
to work on soil water.

W. C. Game was awarded a B.E.M. in the New Year Honours
List (196I), ar event giving great pleasure to all who know oI his
50 years of faithfirl service to the Station, particularly as meteoro-
logical observer.

AGRTCULTUR-aL METEoRoLocY

lVoburn Irrigalion Experirwnt, 195149
The third three-year cycle was completed in 1959, and it is

expected that a synoptic review of the nine years' data wi.ll be
published in 1961. The experiment has been doubly useful. FLst,
as an exercise in agronomy, it has shom horv farrn crops respond to
irrigation, and this is the aspect to be outlined here. Second, of
equal interest and possibly of greater importance, it has provided
raw material for studying dependence of growth on weather, but
this aspect will be igrored now because it would need a long intro-
duction and many Iine diagrams.

The ever-increasing number oI farmers who use irrigation have a
guide to management in a technical bulletin, published by the
Ministry of Agiculture and based on earlier Rothamsted wotk (The
Cdaulalion of lrrigaJion Need. ed. R. T. Pearl. London, H.M.S.O.,
1954). It may be helpful to link the Woburn experiment with the
bulletin, which gives estimates, based on weather data, of average
montbly potential transpiration (April to September) for sub-
counties in England and Wales, and compares the six-month totals
with the corresponding summer rainfall for the same areas. Making
the arbitrary decision that a sutruner is one of " irrigation need "
when the estimated transpiration exceeds the rainfall by more than
3 inches, the predicted frequency of need at Woburn is near seven
years in ten and even greater to the south and east. This is a
purely meteorological assessment, based on a guess at a plant
factor which is unlikely to be true for all species, even if true for
one; it makes no pretence at predicting how any kind of crop will
respond if part or all of the rainfall deficiency is made good by
irrigation. " Does irrigation work? " can only be arswered in the
field, and the \['obum experiment was designed to get releyant
information on farm crops, watered at times and in amountsr
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detennined by weekly estimates ol potential transpiration calculated
from weather data collected on the site of the experiment.

Of the nine suruners, five satisfied the meteorological specifica-
tion of " irrigation need ", somewhat fewer than expectd, partly
for local reasons peculiar to the site, and partly because of the
natural variability of weather. Growing four crops per year,
twenty were ta.ken ofi in the five &ier years, and of these only two
did not respond to irrigation. Of the sixteen crops grown in the
wetter years only four responded positively to irrigation, and a few
responded negatively when, after early irrigation, there was enough
summer rain to caus€ leaching. Broadly, the meteorological fore-
cast of irrigation need has proved to be a good general farming fore-
cast, but, as succeeding paragraphs show, some qualification of the
teneral statement is needed for each crop.

The experimental area is in Iour main sections, each with twelve
plots permitting three-fold replication of four treatments. Series
IV carried a ley throughout, first, I95l-53, as a grass/clover mixture
(ma.in components, 526 Cocksfoot and Sl00 White Clover), and then,
1954-59, as a pure grass stand (S37 Cocksfoot). On Series I to III
there were thre€ three-course rotations: l95l-53 early potatoes
(Ulster Chieftain), sugar beet (Klein E), barley (Plumage Archer);
1954-56, main crop potatoes (Majestic), sugar beet, barley (Herta) ;
1957-59, spriag beans (Spring Tick), sugar beet, spring wheat (Peko).
Each crop got the basal fertiJiser dressing thought best for it, with
one variant (usually an extra nitrogen dressing) on half plots.
Most of the watering was in doses of 0.5 inch, the four treatments
always including unwatered control plots (O treatment) and plots
kept near capacity (C treatment). Intermediate treatments (A
and B) varied greatly, ard sometimes were sacrificed to permit
another fertiliser variant or a management treatment. The leys
were cut at three- or four-week interva.Is throughout each s
as though the crop were being managed for grass drying.

There is no common pattem in the summary tables that follow,
because the points of interest vary from crop to crop. Most of
them give total yields over several years, with details and decimals
suppressed except where they may be helpful. Irrigation, f, is
expressed in inches, and grorth in the normal field unit, usually
cwt. or tons,/acre.

TABLE I
Leys, 195149

Nr keatment
Totel grolrth, G, in crvt. dry mattaa p€I acle

l95l-53 (3 years) Gra-ss 175
Clover 24
Whole 109

crcp
Response/iflcb GIa$s -Clover -Whole -l95t-59 (6 years) Gra.ss 353
Respoase/inch

3.2 - 2.t
2.0 - t.8
6.2 - 3.0

4ll 2t-1 u1
2.7 - 2.9

TrcakoetrtoABCMeatr
GGIGIGI

r93 203 205
29 41 -50222 5-1 241 8.6 255

3.3 -0.9 -4.2 -388 9.5
2.7 -

t1-2

2.7
1.7
1.1

3r.0
2.t
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Results are given for the N2 treatment only, as no other was
consistently applied throughout the 9 years. For the first 6 years
there was N1 at half the N, rate; for the last three, there was Na at
twice the N, rate. The nitrogen was applied in spring and after
every cut except the last, \Mith Nz:0.3 cwt, N per acre, The
number of cuts varied up to eight per surnmer, and the average
total summer application can be taken as close to 2.0 cr*t. N per
acre.

Both gass and clover responded to irrigation, the clover pro-
portionately more than the grass even at this rate of nitrogel fer-
tilisation. At the lovr'er rate (Nr) the proportion of clover in the
irrigated sward was greater than at Nr. The mean annual growth
and response of the grass to irrigation rvere about the same in the
two periods. In the later period, when nitrogen dressings were
compared in the ratios 1: 2: 4, lhe corresponding grolrth rate ratios
for the fully irrigated plots (C treatment) were I :1.25 :1.60,
while for the control plots the spread was smaller. lt efect,
doubling the nitrogen dressing behaves as though it adds 0.5 inches
to soil water reserves. To maintain maximum growth, the soil
must be kept nea.r field capacity (the tolerable moisture deficits
being I'0, 1.5 and 2.0 inches for treatments Nr, N, and Nr respec-
tively), and it is because of this that the response per inch (bottom
line of table) is constant. These responses would be increased by
50 per cent were the data used restricted to those occasions when
subsequent rain did not render irrigation superfluous. Within the
period very good responses to irrigation were obtained in 1951, 1952,
1955, 1957 and 1959; good responses in 1953 and 1956; and zero
responses in l98l and 1958.

Tenm 2
Sugar bect, 195149

Total gtowttr per acre (9 years)

o
Best treatment

(TotalI-22hches)
Nl N'

Cleatr beet, totrs ... ...
Tops, toDs ..- ...
Sutar, cwL
Re+oDse/hch, sugar
Sugar 7", mean ... ...

2.6 2.4... 18.0 l?.8 17.9 17.7

Nr Nr
t30 146
82 t08

470 521

146
93

527

162
122
582

This is the most difficult crop of all. Wherea-s with grass
attention need be paid only to the leaves, and with potatoes to the
tubers, with sugar beet attention must be paid to tops, roots and
sugar content, all of which may react difierently to watering and
fertiliser treatment. In addition, year-to-year fluctuations in virus
disease produce much bigger changes in leld than does manage-
ment.

The nitrogen dressings were Nr: O-4, Nr:0'8 cwt. N per acre
for the first 6 years, increased to 0.6 and 1.2 cwt./acre for the last
three. The scatter in the yields was such that the change was not
detectable, and there is no separation in the table. In the beliei
that better management of sugar-beet irrigation can be achieved,
the table is selective and gives the total felds for the treatments that
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gave the best yield oI sugar each year: in five of the years this was
not the treatment that got the most irigation. A deficit of 2 inches
at six v-eeks after singling seems to be tolerated without any major
effect on yield (and may, in fact, be desirable to encoruage root
extension), which is in accord with known good commercial irriga-
tion practice. Out of 30 x 2 sub-treatments harvested in the I
years only four at N, level, and two at N2 level, gave less than 80o/o
oI the yield of the best treatment in that particula.r season. Other
broad conclusions are perhaps best considered as guides to further
inquiry: The most consistent response to extra nitrogen is in the
yield of tops, and it is greatest after winters of greatest leaching,
and hence dependent on the irrigation treatments of the previous
year. The gor*th of the tops seems to depend on watering treat-
ment lrom the time of sowing onward, that of the roots on watering
treatment from time of singliag onward, and the sugar content (%)
is almost iadependent of watering treatment or nitrogen treatment,
but increases with the amount of sunshine in the four months after
singling. As the table shows, the respons€ of the crop to water is
independent of nitrogen treatment, and on average-but only as
an average-it is about the same as the response to doubling of the
nitrogen dressing, at about lI%. Within the nine years very good
responses to water were obtained in 1952, 1955 and 1959, an average
response in 1957, and zero, or slightly negative responses in 1953,
1954, 1956, 1957 and 1958.

TABLE 3
Potdoes, 195146

Total yield of tubers (tons/acie)

Earlies
195r-63 (3 years)
Respodse/inch

Maitrctop
10*56 (3 years)
Response/inch

Nr
20

1.4

47 55 S.0
0.9 l.l -

c
NrI
34 0.9
1.8 -

(a) (D)
N.N,rNrNt/
22 2A 2.t 2A 29 +6
l.l l.? - r.3 1.5 -

14 50 2.4 45 5l 6.0
2-O 2.2 - 0.0 1.0 -

o
N. Nr
20 22

39 45

The " early " potatoes were harvested about mid-July, and the
haulms of the main crop killed in September. Two levels oI
nitrogen were Nr:0'5, Nz: l'0 cwt, N per acre, the basal PK
u'as the same in both rotations, and the main crop potatoes also
got 15 tons o[ dung per acre. One of the extraordinary resuJts of
the detailed analysis probably fortuitous- is that in spite of this
major difierence in manuring the two sets of data can be 6tted by a
common growth curve.

Potatoes respond well to irrigation, and, like grass, grow best
vihen the soil water content is kept close to field capacity, a major
check to gro\ath occurring whenever the deficit exceeds l'0 inch.
For the table, the irrigation treatments were arranged in ascending
order of magnitude, but they are all included. The early crop
responded better to irrigation at the higher nitrogen dressing, where-
as the main-crop response was almost independent of nitrogen
dressing. Irrigation prolonged the period of leaf development, and
delayed flowering and death of tops. Within the six years very good
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responses were obtained in 1951, 1952 and 1955, a good response
in 1953, and no response in 1954 and 1956.

The primary reason for including cereals was to make the
rotations realistic. The nitrogen treatments for the barley were
Nr :0'2, Nz: 0'4 crvt. N per acre, and Ior the wheat were N1 :
0.4, Nr:0.8 c$t. N per acre. Because of the change in variety

Teera 4
Slring cereals, 195149

Total yield oI gIaitr (cut./acre)
o

Barfey Nr Nr
l95l--53 (3 yeals) ... .,. 67 83
1964-66 (3 years) ... ... 88 108

Total ... ..- 155 192
Response/ilch

Wheat
1957-59 (3 yeals) ... ,.. 68 70
RespoDse/inch

B€st treatment
NrN,r
75 90 6.r
96 ll4 3.4

172 2M 9'5
t.8 1.3

8l 9l 7-S
r-7 2-6

in l95tt, the barley yields are given separately for each rotation,
and, again acting on the presumption that better knowledge wilt
chcumvent waste of water, the best yielding treatments have been
chosen to show what irrigation can achieve. It is clear that extra
nitrogen is much more efiective than irrigation in increasing barley
yields, and the lorver the nitrogen level, the greater the response to
irrigation. Wheat, in clear contrast, seems to need the water
be{ore it can respond to extra nitrogen. Good responses were
obtained in 1951, 1956, 1957 and 1959, about average in 1952, and
zero or negative responses in 1953, 1954, 1955 and 1958.

TABLE 5

Spring beans, 195749

Annual yield oI grain (cwt./acre)
o

Do Dr
1957 ... ll.8 14.0
t958 ... 15.3 14.4
1959 ... 8.2 9.0

Total ... ... 35 37
Respotrse/incb... ...

C
DODII
25.6 25.7 4.0
16.0 14.8 l0
2t.0 2t.o 1.5
63 62 9.5
2.8 2.5

The basal manuring was PK (zo nitrogen) with dung as variant
(D.: 12 tons/acre). Sprayng against aphi& was included as a
treatment in 1957 and 1959, and though there were minor inter-
actions of irrigation, dung and spraying treatments in the dry
summer of 1959, they are igaored in the table. There is no doubt
that beans respond to irrigation il a dry summer, and in 1959 the
plants grew well over 6 feet tall, over-topping the spray lines for a
while. With this great inter-node expansion there was maintained
vegetative growth and delayed ripening. The crop responded
positively to dung only when water supply was limiting growth, and
the response was zero or negative when the soil was kept moist,
either by irrigation in 1957 and 1959 or by rain in 1958.
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As already stated, the test at Woburn suggests that the " Fre-
quency of Need " map in the technical bulletin is a good guide to
general farming need for summer irrigation. For grass and potatoes
it underestimates the frequency, for beans it may be aboufcorrect,
for sugar beet and cereals it is probably an overestimate. Whereas
the first three crops seem to need wa.ter at all stages of grorth, the
chief threat to sugar beet lies in a dry late summer, ard that to
cereals in a dr57 early summer. Not all of the unnecessary irrigation
in the nine years was ca.used by the legitimate conditions of an
experiment: much of it was unavoidable, and this type of rvaste
will continue in experiments and in farming practice until weather
can be forecast Ior the next week or two. It is reassuring to know
that development of such medium-range forecasts is an important
part of the research programme of the Meteorological Office.

Woburu irigolion experiment, 7960

Until the 6rst week oi June the equipment was in use every
week: thereafter it was idle. A1l crops responded. Gzass. Nearly
all the response was in the first three cuts (up to late J une) . Ba ey :
Again, a small increase in nitrogen dressing w.Ls more efficient rhan
extra water. Winter beans: The uawatered yield was as good as
the best previously obtained with irrigated spring beans: ttie efiect
ol irrigation was surprisingly great. Early iotatoes: T\e rcsults
are for plots given normal cultivations. Six of the twelve plots had
minimum cultivation and a " Simazine " spray a week afier plant-
ing. All yields from these plots were smaller than those in the1a.ble,
b;z 1.9 tons/acre, unwatered, and by 2.4 tons/acre, irrigated.
(Penman and Barnes.)

TaBr.E 6
Woburn I rrigation, 1960

Rain IrriSationCrop Period (inches) (itrahes) Plot Yietd

Graas 25 Apr.-g Oct. 14 8

t4.8

Barley 25 Apr.-s Aug. 8.3

8.3

$Tinter beaas 25 Apr.-8 -{ug. 8.3
8.3 3.5

Early potatoes 25 Apr.-ll Julr' 6.1

6.1 2.2

oN- 22 I-
oNi so I Gall,

2.o cN.' 2s lr cm /
cN; s3 J ere

o
C

26 I GIaT,
40 i c\r't./

oN, s.rl - .

oN: ro.a I l uDer.s,

cN,' rogI to"si
cN; ra oJ acre

Mialolneteorolog!
Measurements of temperature, humidity and wind profiIes over

grass, started in spring 1959, were maintained throughout the winter
(for ttre first time) and are still in progress. Procesiing of the data
proceeds slowly, and analysis will be a formidable task. During

oNr 84
oNr 93

3.8 CN, 95
cNl t09

r Drv
| -.tL',I "".t1I acre,
J I cuts
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PHYSICS DEPARTMENT 39

hay-making on the site in June and August rates of drying were
measured by sampling, and these will be compared with estimates
from profile measurements taken at the same time. Most o{ the
water-(about l) er-aporated during the 6rst full (sunny) day of dry-
ing, and on the clear nitht after it about I of this retumed as derv.
On subsequent nights about half of the daytime evaporation
returned as dew.

Improvements in instrumentation continue, the main efiort
being for wind measurements in crops, wind direction, ventilation of
psychrometers and a better torm of outPut for the neutron-s€atter-
ing equipment used in soil-water measurements. (Long.)

Rad.iaJion bolanu
The amount of energy used in evaporating water from a closed

crop canopy is onJy stightly less than the ,rr, radiation received by
the canopy. The hour-by-hour changes in assirnilation of atmo-
spheric carbon dioxide are strongly correlated with solu radiation.
Knowledge of the rela"tion betrveen nct radiation and solar radiation
u'ould therefore seem to be fundamental to any study of the rela-
tion between transptation and $owth, and could be relevant to
agricultue outside the temperate zone in which the knowle4te is
being sought. Rothamsted records for cloudless daylight hours
show a. Iinear relation betrveen net radiation and solar radiation,
rvhich can be interpreted in terms oI a heating coeficient that
allows for changes in long-wave loss with changes in surface tempera-
ture (1.7). Measurements with a Linke-Feussner radiometer
(kindly lent by Prof. P. A. Sheppard, Imperial College) confirmed
that both surface temperature and lont-wave radiation exchange are
Iinearly related to net radiation when the sky is clear. Similar
work remains to be done for cloudy hours, but as an intermediate
step an empirical formula has been devised to give a value of long-
rvave exchange in terms of screen vaPour Pressure, screen temPera-
ture and cloudiness (1.6). \ltren applied to sites that have recorG
of short-s'ave radiation, the lormula suggests that there is little
variation in mean annual values of net radiation between norther[
Scotland and southern England. There is here some conflict with
estimates of annual evaporation lor the same sites, and both sets of
estimates need further probing.

IYaler balance

In the fourth year of use oI the 6eld balance the croP was grass,
sown in spring 1959. The early 1959 records, exanined to get
measures 6f ei'aporation from bare soil, show, as expected, that
after heavy rain the ratio of evaporation from the soil (E,) to that
from an open waler tank of about the same size (E,) is close to
unitv. When the deficit reached onlv 5 mm. E,IE" decreased to
0.4, in unexpectedly lorv value. The iatio increased on days after
dew nights that added 0 3-O 4 mm. of water to the soil. Laboratory
experii.rents are planned, to link thes€ field observations with Pre-
vious work of Penmal and current work of Rose on vapour transfer.

A second field balance was acquired, and simultaneous measure-
ments of evaporation from two crops will start in 1961.
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Carbon dioxide balance

Further analysis of the 1958 data for sugar beet yielded estimates
of the difiusion resistances governing uptake of carbon dioxide and
discharge of water vapour. The dependence of gross assimilation
on radiation intensity {or this field crop accords closely with that
found by Dr. P. Gaastra in Holland, working on single leaves in a
laboratory.

In 196O carbon dioxide gradients l'ere measured over grass, and
fluxes calculated from wind records taken by Long. At the end of
IIay the midday peak of gross assimilation rate reached 0.6 mg.
cm.-2 hr.-r, while the crop height was increasing by 2.5 cm./day.
After cutting in June gro&th was slower, and the peak assimilation
rate was only 0.4 mg. cm.-2 hr.-l, equal to the rate calculated for
sugar beet in August f958. With new equipment, installed in late
summer, concentration difierences are now measured over five steps
from soil surface up to I m. above. Da5rtime records show that
carbon dioxide moves into the crop canopy from the soil and from the
atmosphere, and two methods of direct measurement of the flux
from the soil are being tried. Progress is good, and there are hopes
of getting hourly values in addition to the daily totals now being
measured.

Ra.diometqr

The small portable solarimeter, working into an electrol,'tic
integrator, gives daily totals of radiation at Rothamsted agreeint
well with those from the standard Kipp instrument. Between
January and July the standard deviation in weekly totals was only
40 cal. cm.-2. A similar unit was installed at Woburn in June, aod
since then there has been very little difierence in weekly totals of
radiation at the two stations. Six units, set up in a crop of oats,
showed important diurnal changes in the distribution of radiation
with height; two others, modjfied to accept only visible radiation
(0.4-{.7 p), were used to measure light distribution in a crop dudng
an experiment by the Botan!, Department (see p. 97).

Two simple t1?es of net radiometer were made, one of which
requires no ventilation. A general account of these, and other
radiation instruments devised over the past few years, is in prepara-
tion. (Monteith, Szeicz and Yabuki.)

SoIL PHYSICS

Electriod charyes on clays

Clays are unstable if they are first given an acid treatment and
then washed with distilled water, because the positiye charges on the
edges oI the clay particles produce electrical stress€s that are too
great for the strength of the structure. Exchangeable aluminium
is always present after such trea.tment. It has now been proved
that the newly exposed edges of the clay particles are uncharged.
Decomposition may be caused by direct acid attack, and experiments
are in progress attempting to distinguish between the two tlryes of
breakdown-

Phases in the upta.ke oI cetyl trimethyl ammonium bromide
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(CTAB) by clays can be detected Irom conductivity measurements.
The CTAB itself has a critical concentration in solution at which it
forms micelles, and in clay suspensions this critical concentration is
not reached until CTAB cations and ion pairs have been adsorbed
in arnount equivalent to nearly three times the cation-exchange
capacity oI the clay._ Assuming the CTAB molecule has an area of
cross-section of 4l A', estimates of the surface areas of clays are
200 m.2 g.-r for an illite, and 500 m.2g.-1 for a bentonite, the latter
being smaller than the theoretical igure of 800 m.2g.-1. The
discrepancy may be accounted {or by incomplete dispersion oI the
bentonite. For Peerless kaolin the area estimated in this way is of
the same order as that found by measuring low-temperature gas
adsorption (f7 m.'!g.r). (Cashen.)

Soil str,ucture

Plots ploughed after 4 years under ley or'Jallow were planted
uith spring beans. Given the same cultivation, the amount needed
to get a titth after grass was too much for the former fallow plots,
and these puddled ba.dly, so that difierences in gowth ot the beans
must be attributed partly, at least, to conditions imposed by cultiva-
tion rather than wholly to pre-treatment, From germination to
han'est the plants on the puddled plots were inferior, with restricted
root development ard poorer nodulation. Although the structural
units of all plots had the same porosity, the aggregates after the
leys were much more stable to wetting than those after fallow, and
fomred a. lers rigid root-bed while the soil was dry. This double
improvement in root environment was achieved without very much
of the residual organic matter from the grass being intimately in-
corporated uithin the soiI crumbs.

Soil aeraJion

Havhg completed the rvork on diffusion in dry porous materials,
the efiects of a liquid phase in the system are now being measured
(1.4). When there is no swelling a clear general picture emerges:
at the water content that just saturates the soil €$egates, the
aggregates behave like " dry " solid partictes of the same shape.
As more water is added and the inter-crumb space is filled, the difiu-
sion constart of the system decreases, being proportional to the
fouth power of the remaining air-filled pore-space. A change of
water content in the opposite direction gives results that dePend on
the origin and previous history of the crumbs: as the crumbs are
dried, the difiusion coefficient increases because extra channels are
opened, but the increase is small, and in no soil so fa.r examined has
the maximum increase per unit of crumb pore-space (at complete
dr5mess) been as treat as the value per unit of inter-crumb pore-
space at cmmb saturation. Macro-aeration of soil in the field
must depend alnost entirely on the inter-crumb pore-space, ard
between water-logging and field capacity it \r'ii] be subiect to the
fourth-power law, and will not be significantly increased when a
soil moisture deficit is established by transpiration. Further study
of the micro-aeration of the crumbs ofiers great possibfities, rang-
ing from an empirical specification oI a " structure " fa.ctor to an
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understarding of the physics of gas exchange near the surfaces of
roots and other biotic components of the soil.

When swelling occurs in a confiled sample the inter-crumb pore-
space is decreased. The cha.nge is not completely reversible on
drying, and the degree of hysteresis depends on the strength of the
crumbs when wet. (Currie.)

Soil oal+r
Measurement of water-vapour movement in unsaturated media

continued, using building stones and sieved field soils as test
materials. The presence of liquid in the system increased the trars-
fer rate above that calculated Ior pure vapour difiusion. In parallel
there was a complete series of measurements of the difiusion of
hydrogen through the same materials (Currie technique), and from
the two sets of data it should be possible to sort out the interactions
of movement as liquid and movement as vapour. As a welcome
by-product, the experimental technique provides a quick and re-
producible way of measuring water potentials in the range pF 2.5-
5.6.

The trarsfer rate per uait tota) polential gradient is less when
dissolved salts are present than when they are not. The maglitude
of the decrease can be calculated provided the salt concentration
and ionic difiusion coefrcient are known. Measurements confrm
the dependence on concentration, and lead to estimates of ionic
difiusion coefficients in saturated building stones that are concordant
rvith gaseous difiusion through the same stones when &y. (Rose.)
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